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Long Code Collisions 

Collisions may occur when two mobiles located in the same sector and same CDMA channel use the same 
long code mask. 

Long code collisions occur regularly, by design, on the CDMA Access Channels. Here the protocol uses a 
prescribed retransmission procedure to overcome the effects of collisions. 

On the CDMA traffic channels, however, collisions were not intended to occur, and no special protocol has 
been created to allow for collisions. So long as the mobile ESN is unique, Public Long Code Mask 
collisions are prevented. However, collisions can occur when using the Private Long Code Mask, since that 
mask is generated pseudo-randomly and therefore may not be unique. The probability of a Private Long 
Code Mask collision has been assumed to be small enough to be acceptable. Further, the Private Long 
Code Mask is changed on each call attempt, so such rare collisions should only result in a single call 
failure. 

With the introduction of MEID and the derived pseudo-ESN, Public Long Code Mask collisions are 
possible. Since the probability of collision with pseudo-ESN is much greater than that for Private Long 
Code Mask, there is a concern that such collisions may occur more frequently. Moreover, the Public Long 
Code Mask derived from pseudo-ESN is static, so collisions could result in multiple call failures. 

Collision Effects 

Long code mask collisions do not affect the forward traffic channels, because the calls are assigned to 
distinct Walsh code channels. Reverse traffic channels, however, are adversely affected, since calls are 
distinguished only by the long code mask. 

If two calls in the same sector use the same long code mask and radio configuration, the base station will 
set up two radio receiving elements with identical configurations. These elements will perform exactly the 
same demodulation processes and will obtain identical results. The two mobiles will be sending distinct 
frame data, but the base station receiving elements can receive at most one good frame per 20 msec, and a 
good frame can result only when one mobile’s signal dominates at the antenna.  

If the two signals arrive at the antenna with about the same power level, it is most likely that the two 
signals will interfere destructively and both calls will fail. 

More likely, however, the two signals will arrive with different power levels, and both base station 
receivers will receive the frames from the dominant signal. This means the mobile users will hear the 
correct forward audio from their distinct calls, but the land-sides will hear the same reverse audio from the 
dominant mobile. We believe this has been demonstrated by KDDI. 

Thus, for the time period that both calls remain active, the consequences are to cross connect the reverse 
audio from one mobile to both land-side calls, and to block the reverse audio and signaling from the other 
mobile. 

Duration of Cross-Connect 

Two cases need consideration: where two colliding calls start at the same time, and when a colliding call 
begins during an established call. 

Simultaneous colliding calls 

In the first case, both calls may initially succeed if the assigned radio configurations and service options are 
identical. Although only one reverse link is being received, the “wrong” base station receiver may see what 
is expected and continue the call. If the signaling performed by the base station and mobiles is identical for 
the two calls, the two base station receivers may complete all negotiation and proceed to connect audio to 
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the land-side call. This situation is more likely to occur on mobile-originated calls, since there is much less 
signaling before audio is connected. 

If any distinct signaling message is sent to or from the non-dominant mobile, the response to that message 
will not be received, and the non-dominant call should drop. Also note that pilot strength measurements 
will not be received from the non-dominant call, and handoffs will be controlled by the dominant mobile 
only. Thus, if either phone moves out of the sector, the non-dominant call will drop. 

We can conclude that initial cross-connect may occur if the radio configurations and service options are the 
same, and all initial signaling is identical. However, this scenario seems unlikely to occur in practice. It is 
more likely that this event will cause one of the calls to fail, and therefore will be experienced by the users 
as an increase in call failure rate. 

Non-simultaneous colliding calls 

For the second case, where an existing call is in progress when the colliding call begins, there will be no 
cross-connect unless the colliding call dominates, reasoning as follows: 

If the existing call dominates, all initial signaling to/from the colliding mobile will fail, including the 
acknowledgment of the base station ack that is sent at the beginning of the call, and the colliding call will 
drop without affecting the existing call. 

If the colliding call interferes with the existing call, both calls should drop. 

If the colliding call dominates, then cross-connect is likely to occur until one or the other of the calls drops. 
Again, any signaling message to or from the non-dominant mobile will receive no response, and this 
should cause the non-dominant call to drop. 

We can conclude that this scenario is the most likely source of problems: cross-connect may occur if the 
radio configurations and service options are the same and the colliding call is dominant over the existing 
call. Such collisions can occur and will persist until signaling fails to the non-dominant mobile, or the 
callers end the call. 

From the non-dominant callers’ point of view, suddenly another call is injected into theirs (somewhat 
similar events occurred frequently with AMPS), after which they will probably hang up. The dominant 
caller is unaware that the reverse audio is cross-connected. If the dominant caller continues the call, the 
non-dominant mobile is effectively blocked, so the call cannot be reconnected. 

Note that it is also possible for cross-connect to occur during handoff. This, however, requires that a 
dominant mobile appear in a sector with a colliding non-dominant mobile. This would only happen when 
the intruding mobile makes a very rapid transition into the sector (e.g., moving rapidly around a terrain 
blockage) and becomes dominant before its interference causes the non-dominant call to drop. Such events 
may be important in certain locations but should not add appreciably to the probability of cross-connect in 
the system as a whole. 

Probability of Collision 

Note that pseudo-ESN collisions can only occur between two mobiles that are using pseudo-ESNs. Any 
assessment of the probability of collision must be adjusted for the mix of mobiles with true ESN and 
pseudo-ESN in the system.  

Single sectors 

For pseudo-ESN Public Long Code Mask, the probability that a phone making a call collides with any 
other pseudo-ESN phone already in an existing call is 2-24. If there are N existing pseudo-ESN calls in the 
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sector, the probability of collision is increased roughly by a factor of N. For 32 pseudo-ESN calls per 
sector (a rather heavy load), the probability is approximately 2-19, or about one in 500,000. 

When the mobile user’s phone is non-dominant, this is the relevant probability since it accurately reflects 
the increase in call drop or block rate. Depending on the system operating requirements, this probability 
may be acceptable for non-dominant callers. 

When the mobile user’s phone is dominant, there is no increase in drop or blocking rate, but there may be a 
concern that cross-connected audio will be heard by an unintended listener. Since the dominant user has no 
indication that such a cross-connect has occurred, a concern about it could only be addressed by limiting 
usage of the system – an undesirable result for the operator. 

Unless the operator chooses to publicize the problem, this would likely become a concern through 
publication of anecdotal user accounts. Such publication is likely to occur only if the probability is high 
enough that the event is noticed by a fair number of users. (It would be the land-side party for the non-
dominant mobile who would notice and report such events.) We need to consider the probability of 
collision across all the calls in a system, over time, in order to assess this risk. 

Multiple sectors 

In a total system of many sectors, the probability of a collision somewhere in the system obviously 
increases. In fact, one can make the probability of a collision arbitrarily close to 1 by setting the number of 
sectors and pseudo-ESN calls sufficiently large. 

For N pseudo-ESN calls in a sector, the probability that two or more have the same pseudo-ESN is  
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For M sectors, the probability of at least one pseudo-ESN collision is then approximately 

 252 2−MN  

Soft handoffs can be taken into account by an increase in the effective value of N (calls per sector). 

It can be seen, for example, that with 100,000 sectors and N ~ 16, the collision probability would approach 
1. (An accurate formula should take into account many factors, including the distribution of pseudo-ESN 
calls within sectors, differences in busy hours and busy hour call attempts across systems, and handoff 
statistics. This is beyond the scope of this analysis.) 

Using private long code mask, the approximate probability of collision is a factor of 216 lower, which may 
be acceptable. But note that if the average number of pseudo-ESN calls per sector is around .5 or less, the 
probability of collision for pseudo-ESN is about the same as for the private long code mask. 

Mitigations 

With pseudo-ESN, it is likely that some collisions with cross-connect of reverse audio will occur unless 
some mitigation is implemented. The rate at which these collisions occur will depend on the rate of usage 
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of MEID-equipped phones in legacy systems. (Systems employing TIA-2000-C or later have the option of 
long code assignment to prevent collisions between TIA-2000-C or later mobiles.) 

The most important mitigation is to upgrade networks to TIA-2000-C or later around the same time that 
MEID-equipped mobiles become commonplace, and use the long code assignment method to reduce or 
eliminate collisions. For networks that cannot upgrade in a timely manner, other options may be needed. 

Legacy systems have at least the following options for preventing collisions that result in audio cross-
connect: 

• Use private long code mask for legacy mobiles with pseudo-ESN 

• Modify the system to block calls and handoffs where the ESN is the same as that of a mobile 
already in a call in the same sector. 

o Alternatively, modify the system to use private long code mask for mobiles where the 
ESN is the same as that of a mobile already in the same sector.  

• Modify the system and MS to support BS-assigned long code masks (as in IS-2000-C)  

 


